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5 points towards a more sustainable library

A library, like any other building type, should aspire to save energy through the way it is built
and the way it is used. 

The benefits of a sustainable library are not only lower maintenance and running costs, but
greater levels of natural light and ventilation will produce uplifting spaces that are a pleasure
to use and more conducive to study.  The tips in this blog could help your library become
more sustainable, whether you are looking to improve your existing building, or planning to
extend or build something new.  

Wright & Wright has designed and built libraries for the Royal College of Art, the Women's
Library, The RIBA Prints, Drawings and Special Collections at the V&A, and Corpus Christi
College Library in Cambridge. Current library projects include Magdalen College, Oxford and
St. Johns College, Oxford.

1. Daylight - get the orientation right

The more you can use natural light the less dependent you will be on switching on the lights.
The quickest fix in your library may be to look at the general arrangement of the space. 
    
Experience suggests that readers' seats should be next to windows to make use of the best
light but often, if space is pressing, higher and denser book stacks may have crept into the
reading zones. These can stop daylight from reaching parts of the building.

The impact of top-light from a lantern light or rooflight can be quite dramatic in terms of
increasing the amount of daylight in a space. And, if your library has dark pockets within it,
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the introduction of rooflights will create a more balanced light through the space. Alternatively,
you may find that you can move books and media into the deeper, darker parts of the library,
with the added benefit of lower likelihood of damage from direct sunlight. 

If you are planning a new library, orientation is key; the impact of glare and solar gain from a
south and west facing elevation can severely hamper the chance of creating a comfortable
environment. 

If you are compensating with blinds, shutters or air-conditioning in an existing building, you
may want to consider re-orientating the layout. Good light balance is critical; from the
Laurentian Library in Florence to the famous rotunda of the Stockholm City Library, a
generous scale to high level windows, simply and evenly distributed in the space, is a much
replicated model for success in this regard.

2. Natural ventilation – can you make the space work passively?

The need to provide sufficient supply air into the library is often answered with a default
addition of air-conditioning. However, there is much sense in trying to introduce natural air
wherever possible. 
    
The supply of fresh air improves your ability to concentrate, it is energy efficient, and it allows
human preferences to be the control of the local environment. Whereas, air conditioning will
often be preset to a constant level, it has high running costs and can be a blight on the
external appearance of your library. 

Not all sites are amenable to this seemingly straightforward answer, though. There can be a
dilemma with acoustics or security. If your library is in a noisy area you may need to think of
alternative air paths; for example at Corpus Christi College Library in Cambridge, located on
the busy Trumpington Street frontage, windows are sealed to the street side and fresh air is
brought in through a quiet rear courtyard. At Magdalen College's library in Oxford an
attenuated air path deflects traffic noise and a secure air path simultaneously. 

3. Artificial light - do energy saving fittings work?

The move to LEDs, as a long term cost saving, is one much discussed lighting option at the
moment. Original reluctance to invest in the comparatively high capital cost of the fittings
versus fluorescent tubes is gradually giving way to an understanding of the benefits of a much
lower running cost and longer life span. There is also the loss of the hassle-factor of stocking,
cleaning and changing lightbulbs as the maintenance is much, much lower. 

It is still a case of “watch this space” and to hope some pioneers take on the LED challenge in
their libraries, could you be one? Coupled with this, you could consider movement sensitive
lights in stacks to further increase energy savings. 

4. Good management – adding a bit of legwork to make it happen

Whether your lights are energy-saving or not, there is much to be said for managing the use
of electrical equipment. You can effectively fit sensors to your lights so that they are only
activated when in use, but be wary of the movement sensors that leave you trapped in a deep
line of shelving searching for a title. 

Many passively controlled libraries will need a bit of management to work to the optimum. For
instance, on a hot summer day where there has been a build-up of heat, windows should be
left securely open overnight to allow for a cool start to the following day. It may even be the
case, by habit or necessity, that some inefficient heating systems are even left running in the
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summer months – does yours?

5. Seasonal change – comfort and control

Variation gives richness to your library; some differentiation in light will give a range of
experiences - you may have study areas where task lighting can compensate for a lower
overall level of light in the space.
At different times of the day or year your body is more comfortable at different temperatures.
It also varies a lot depending on the number of occupants in a space.

What is the mood that you want to achieve in your library? The Finnish Architect Alvar Aalto
famously added external lamps over conical rooflights in his libraries. In the darker
Scandinavian seasons the intention was to simulate a longer day, the artificial source
replicating the natural. 

Over time you will have picked up a feel for which areas of your library are occupied to a
greater or less extent – is it to do with comfort, outlook, or proximity to media? Whatever the
reason, it may help you to understand the strengths and weaknesses of your library space.

What are your favourite library buildings? What do you feel are the key
trends in library design? Let us know in the comments

Read the blog comment guidelines [1].
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